
Changeover Options for Can Body, Can Height & Can End
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QUICKCHANGE™ SYSTEM

Shift easily between can formats and sizes with the 
Wild Goose QuickChange™ System for maximum 
canning flexibility.

When you want to expand your can or end choices beyond the 
range offered on your Wild Goose canning system, the 
QuickChange System makes it simple. Choose the QuickChange 
arrangement that fits your production and beverage goals: can 
body, can height, end type, or any combination. 

CONSISTENT
FILLS & SEAMS

TIME-SAVING
CHANGEOVER

Shift between slim, sleek 
and standard can sizes and 
change up your end type to 

suit your beverage styles

ADJUST YOUR CAN STYLE OPTIONS

Rely on Wild Goose seam 
repeatability with consistent 
fill levels and low dissolved 

oxygen at any can size

Easily complete a full 
changeover of can body, 

can height and end type in 
less than 35 minutes

ANY END TYPE 
200 THROUGH 209

ANY CAN BODY
202 THROUGH 300
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∙  Field service visit required for end type QuickChange option.
∙  Customer self-installation for can height or body 

diameter QuickChange options.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

  
  

 

 
 

  

 

 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 

Seamer adjustment is maintained through can height and end 
size changeovers for reliable can seam integrity, cycle after cycle.

Seamer changeover is entirely mechanical, with no electrical or 
pneumatic adjustments necessary. Easily accomplished by one 
person in 15 minutes, without lifting a heavy seamer or carrier bar.

Lid dropper changeover is easily accomplished by one person in 
15 minutes.

Changeover is accomplished by one person in 10 
minutes, with no need to remove pneumatic or product 
tubing. Fill heads can be easily dismounted from the 
track to clean and maintain.

Filler adjustment is maintained through can body 
changeovers for accurate and consistent CO2 purging 
and liquid dispensing.

SUPERIOR REPEATABILITY

SIMPLE QUICKCHANGE

NEW CANNING SYSTEMS

AVAILABILITY

∙  Optional on all new Single-Lane 
Evolution Series™ canning systems

∙  Gosling™ canning system: Inquire 
about the Gosling QuickChange™

EXISTING CANNING SYSTEMS

The QuickChange™ System is available for purchase and retrofit compatible with existing Single-Lane Evolution 
Series™ canning systems, including legacy WGC-100 and WGC-250. Compatible with existing customer tooling.

Installation on Existing Systems:

Wild Goose Filling
633 CTC Boulevard, Suite 100

Louisville, CO 80027 USA

+1 720.406.7442
www.WildGooseFilling.com

Sales@WildGooseFilling.com

Changeover Options for Can Body, Can Height & Can End
QUICKCHANGE™ SYSTEM

CAN BODY DIAMETERCAN HEIGHT + END SIZE
Wild Goose’s patented purge and fill heads slide on the 
QuickChange track to accommodate a wide range of 
can body diameters.

RELIABLE FILL LEVELS

SIMPLE QUICKCHANGE

Reliable, patented Wild Goose seamer technology provides the 
foundation for the QuickChange seamer, allowing easy 
transitions between can heights and end types or sizes.

QUICKCHANGE YOUR:QUICKCHANGE YOUR:

CAN & END SIZES ACCOMMODATED

∙  Any can body from 202 through 200
∙  Any end type from 200 through 209
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